FALL 2018 EDUCATION SERIES

AUG 29
DOING LIBRARY RESEARCH
12:00 - 1:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Donna Ziegenfuss

OCT 23
WRITING AN ABSTRACT
11:00 - 12:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Christie Toth

SEPT 4
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD (IRB)
2:00 - 3:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Sarah Mumford

NOV 2
CONTEXTUALIZING YOUR RESEARCH
2:30 - 3:30pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Shane Macfarlan

SEPT 13
DATA MANAGEMENT
3:15 - 4:15pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Daureen Nesdill

NOV 8
LITERATURE REVIEWS
1:00 - 2:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Jenny Andrus

SEPT 19
IMPOSTER SYNDROME
3:30 - 4:30pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Pearl Sandick

NOV 16
HOW TO READ A RESEARCH ARTICLE
12:15 - 1:15pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Behrad Noudoost

SEPT 24
RESEARCH REPRODUCIBILITY
12:30 - 1:30pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Tisha Mentnech

NOV 19
MENTORING WORKSHOP
12:00 - 1:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Doug Mackay

OCT 1
LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
12:00 - 1:00pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Matt Haber

NOV 28
PUBLIC SPEAKING
11:15 - 12:15pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Sydney Cheek O'Donnell

OCT 19
PERSONAL STATEMENTS
1:30 - 2:30pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Ann Engar

DEC 4
CREATING EFFECTIVE RESEARCH POSTERS
1:45 - 2:45pm | Sill 120
PRESENTED BY Taylor Sparks